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American Horror Story
1984 Quiz 2

1. When Margaret is approached by the Night Stalker, what does he reveal his name to be?

2. Margaret recruits the Night Stalker to defend and protect the camp from who?

3. When she meets the hiker, Margaret discovers him to be the ghost of who?

4. Whilst on the run from the Night Stalker, Ray and Chet fall into a trap filled with what?

5. Which part of the body is Chet impaled after falling into the trap?

6. Trevor, Montana and Xavier are stalked by a group of pranksters who are impersonating Mr. Jingles
as part of a tradition. Who confronts and kills the pranksters?

7. When Brooke is left alone with Rita, she plans to alert the police, but Rita drugs her and reveals her
true identity as, Donna Chambers, a serial killer-obsessed what?

8. Who orchestrated Mr. Jingles escape from the Mental Institution?

9. When Montana and Ray are approached by Ramirez, Ray abandons Montana on Trevor's
motorcycle. What happens to Ray as he tries to escape?

10. What happens when Montana and Ramirez are left alone together?

11. Through flashbacks, it is revealed that Montana and Ramirez became lovers after meeting where?

12. Why does Montana enlist Ramirez to murder Brooke?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Richard Ramirez
2. Mr. Jingles
3. A counselor from 1970
4. Wooden Spikes
5. Shoulder
6. Mr Jingles

7. Psychologist
8. Donna Chambers
9. Decapitated by Mr. Jingles
10. The kiss
11. Montana's aerobics class
12. Revenge for her brother's death at Brooke's

wedding

1. When Margaret is approached by the Night Stalker, what does he reveal his name to be?

2. Margaret recruits the Night Stalker to defend and protect the camp from who?

3. When she meets the hiker, Margaret discovers him to be the ghost of who?

4. Whilst on the run from the Night Stalker, Ray and Chet fall into a trap filled with what?

5. Which part of the body is Chet impaled after falling into the trap?

6. Trevor, Montana and Xavier are stalked by a group of pranksters who are impersonating Mr. Jingles
as part of a tradition. Who confronts and kills the pranksters?

7. When Brooke is left alone with Rita, she plans to alert the police, but Rita drugs her and reveals her
true identity as, Donna Chambers, a serial killer-obsessed what?

8. Who orchestrated Mr. Jingles escape from the Mental Institution?

9. When Montana and Ray are approached by Ramirez, Ray abandons Montana on Trevor's
motorcycle. What happens to Ray as he tries to escape?

10. What happens when Montana and Ramirez are left alone together?

11. Through flashbacks, it is revealed that Montana and Ramirez became lovers after meeting where?

12. Why does Montana enlist Ramirez to murder Brooke?
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